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Abstract DNA repair is crucial to the well-being of all organisms from unicellular life forms to humans. A rich tapestry of mechanistic studies on DNA repair has emerged thanks to the recent discovery of Y-family DNA polymerases. Many Y-family members carry out aberrant DNA synthesis—poor replication accuracy, the favored formation of non-Watson-Crick base pairs, efficient mismatch extension, and most importantly, an ability to replicate through DNA damage. This review is devoted primarily to a discussion of Y-family polymerase members that exhibit error-prone behavior. Roles for these remarkable enzymes occur in widely disparate DNA repair pathways, such as UV-induced mutagenesis, adaptive mutation, avoidance of skin cancer, and induction of somatic cell hypermutation of immunoglobulin genes. Individual polymerases engaged in multiple repair pathways pose challenging questions about their roles in targeting and trafficking. Macromolecular assemblies of replication-repair “factories” could enable a cell to handle the complex logistics governing the rapid migration and exchange of polymerases.
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INTRODUCTORY PERSPECTIVE

“If it ain’t broke don’t fix it.” That familiar saying has a corollary applicable to DNA damage repair—“If it is broke fix it.” Base excision repair (BER) and nucleotide excision repair (NER) are responsible for fixing DNA damage by employing analogous biochemical pathways in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. But what happens if instead of fixing its DNA, an organism copies either damaged or undamaged DNA in a somewhat haphazard manner? This question emanates from the recent discoveries of enzymes called error-prone DNA polymerases (EP pols).

We define an EP pol as having one or possibly more of the following properties: 
(a) an ability to copy damaged DNA with high efficiency, either alone or in the presence of accessory proteins; 
(b) poor accuracy in nucleotide incorporation with base substitution error frequencies of approximately $10^{-1}$ to $10^{-3}$; 
(c) a tendency to form base mispairs rather than correct Watson-Crick base pairs; and 
(d) a propensity to catalyze incorporation using aberrant DNA primer ends, including base mismatches, misaligned primer-template, and DNA damage sites.

The term “error-prone” is meant to convey that EP pols behave differently from the more familiar replication and repair polymerases. It doesn’t, however, imply a strict dichotomy between EP and normal polymerases, as some overlap in fidelity properties is inevitable.

Two EP pols from *Escherichia coli*, UmuD2C (pol V) and DinB (pol IV), and two from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, Rev1 and Rad30, share conserved sequence motifs (Figure 1) and have been designated as charter members of the UmuC/DinB/Rev1/Rad30 family of polymerases. These EP-pol motifs bear little relationship to standard replication and repair polymerase motifs. An ever-expanding number of UmuC/DinB/Rev1/Rad30 homologs (1), representing at least 57 separate phylogenetic groupings, have recently been renamed Y-family polymerases (2). The Y-family name originated ostensibly because it followed upon the heels of the previously described X-family pols, but the Y designation might just as easily have been used to ask “Why are they there?”

Although little is known about either the functions or properties of the vast majority of Y-family polymerases, what is known is surely remarkable. Each founding Y-family member exhibits a distinctive example of EP behavior during DNA synthesis. *E. coli* pol V (UmuD2C) copies a variety of DNA damage by
leaving numerous mutations in its wake. *E. coli* pol IV (DinB) extends mismatched primer ends on undamaged DNA and also copies some types of DNA damage. Yeast Rev1 favors the exclusive incorporation of C opposite abasic (apurinic/apyrimidinic) template lesions. Yeast pol η (Rad30) copies UV-damaged DNA, but much more accurately than pol V.
EP behavior may not be a common characteristic of all or perhaps even most Y-family members—it is still too early to tell. Despite this caveat, what is currently known concerning EP Y-family polymerases is worth recounting. This review is devoted primarily to a discussion of those Y-family polymerases that do exhibit error-prone behavior. These polymerases include the four founding Y-family members and their human homologs, along with errant fellow travelers such as pol ι, an enzyme that prefers to incorporate G rather than A opposite T. We also describe the properties of several repair polymerases that are not Y-family members; two examples are E. coli pol II and eukaryotic pol ζ.

Questions abound. Why do EP DNA polymerases even exist? Where are they found? When and how do they function? The potential benefit to the cell of using EP pols could come from their ability to replace normal replication complexes that stall when encountering DNA damage, or that disassemble occasionally while copying undamaged DNA (3). The price for using EP pols, an increased mutational load, may be more than offset by an increased relative fitness of cells growing in inhospitable environments, paving the road toward adaptation and evolution.

The value of EP pols is perhaps less obvious in more highly developed organisms because programmed cell death (apoptosis) provides a route for elimination of cells with damaged genomes. Even so, one critically important enzyme, human pol η, encoded by the structural gene XPV, (4, 5), plays an essential role in avoiding an especially ravaging type of sunlight-induced skin cancer, a variant form of xeroderma pigmentosum. EP polymerases in humans are candidates for roles in immunoglobulin hypermutation; pols η and ζ are almost surely involved, and pol ι is a suspected participant. Recent data suggest that EP Y-family members are engaged in a variety of biochemical pathways in dividing and quiescent cells, which may mean that tolerance of DNA damage is often preferable to cell death. Normal replicative polymerases have evolved to copy DNA accurately by imposing active-site geometric constraints strongly favoring incorporation of Watson-Crick base pairs (6–8), and by proofreading base mispairs that occasionally slip through the geometric sieve (6). In contrast, none of the EP pols appear to contain 3’-exonuclease proofreading activity, and most importantly, recent crystallographic data suggest that the active cleft architectures of EP pols are much less restrictive, accommodating non-Watson-Crick pairs along with distorted primer/template DNA (p/t DNA) caused by the presence of damaged DNA bases (9–12).

SOS RESPONSE INDUCED BY DNA DAMAGE IN E. COLI

E. coli responds to DNA damage by calling upon a sizable number of genes contained in the SOS regulon (13–15). Forty-three SOS genes inducible by DNA damage are transcriptionally up-regulated (16) following cleavage of the LexA repressor protein mediated by a RecA nucleoprotein filament
Many of the SOS genes are used in BER, NER, recombinational repair, control of cell division, and translesion synthesis (TLS) (17). There is an ~100-fold increase in mutations targeted primarily at DNA damage sites following exposure of *E. coli* to UV or to chemicals that damage DNA (17). Although UV is commonly thought of as an intrinsic mutagen, UV-induced mutations will not occur in the absence of either *umuC* or *umuD'* (18–20); the prefix *umu* refers to UV mutagenesis. A heterotrimer composed of one UmuC bound to two UmuD' molecules (UmuD'2C) (21, 22) is an error-prone DNA polymerase (23). *E. coli* pol V (24, 25). Pol V exhibits the correct in vivo mutagenic specificity when copying TT *cis*-syn photodimers and TT (6–4) photoproducts in vitro (26).
RecA is well-known for its two primary cellular roles, catalysis of DNA strand exchange during homologous recombination and initiation of the SOS mutagenic response (17). RecA also has a third, direct role in SOS mutagenesis revealed by the discovery of a RecA mutant that carries out both SOS induction and recombination but prevents UV mutagenesis (27–29). Biochemical data showing that TLS requires RecA and pol V (23, 26, 30–32) strongly support a direct role for RecA in mutagenic TLS through its interaction with pol V in the vicinity of DNA template damage.

**Figure 3**  *E. coli* replisome and DNA replication as proposed by the trombone model. The τ dimer (green) links two pol III core molecules (blue), one for leading- and the other for lagging-strand synthesis. The coupled leading- and lagging-strand reactions are interrupted in the presence of DNA damage (indicated by a distortion immediately ahead of the polymerase core on the leading-strand track), presumably causing disassembly of the replication complex. EP pols such as pol V or pol IV then take over from the pol III core to synthesize past the damage site. Reconstitution of the replisome with the pol III core occurs following translesion synthesis. Shown as part of the replisome are the pol III core (composed of three subunits: α polymerase, ε exonuclease proofreading, and θ subunits); the γ complex required for loading the β-dimer sliding clamp onto DNA (five subunits); and the DnaB helicase. Not shown is SSB (single-stranded-DNA-binding protein), which coats ssDNA regions ahead of the replication fork. The pol III holoenzyme (HE) is composed of a pol III core + β/γ + τ. Lagging-strand RNA Okazaki fragment primers appear in red.
THREE *E. coli* DNA POLYMERASES INDUCED BY SOS

Three SOS genes encode DNA polymerases—pol II (33–35), pol IV (36), and pol V (23–25). Pol V and pol IV are charter members of the EP Y-family (Figure 1). Pol II is a high-fidelity B-family member (34, 37). The two major *E. coli* polymerases, pol I and pol III, are not under SOS control. The principal functions of pol I are to excise RNA primers while processing Okazaki fragments and to fill in short gaps during excision repair of DNA damage (38). Pol III carries out chromosomal replication as an integral component of the replication fork (Figure 3) (38).

A replication fork normally stalls when encountering a damaged DNA template base (Figure 3), causing an uncoupling of leading- and lagging-strand synthesis and the release of pol III core (38). Continued unwinding of the DNA ahead of the blocked replication fork could provide a region of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), allowing assembly of an activated RecA nucleoprotein filament (RecA*) capable of inducing SOS (Figure 2). Gaining access to a wide variety of template lesions likely requires the combined action of EP and non-EP pols interacting with a slew of accessory proteins. Which polymerase is used and how it locates an intended target site are not understood. However, investigation into the mechanisms of SOS mutagenesis can be accomplished by using an in vitro reconstitution assay that measures pol V–catalyzed TLS.

Biochemical Basis of SOS Mutagenesis

SOS mutagenesis, also known as SOS induction of error-prone repair, was discovered in the mid-1970s by Witkin (14) and by Radman (13). SOS mutations are characterized as having base substitutions targeted directly opposite DNA template damage sites. For UV-induced mutations, the mutated sites correlate with adjacent pyrimidine bases. The two most common forms of UV damage are pyrimidine (6–4) pyrimidone photoproducts and cyclobutane dimers. An increase in SOS untargeted mutations is also found at sites not containing adjacent pyrimidines (17).

RECONSTITUTION OF SOS MUTAGENESIS IN VITRO  Genetic data demonstrate that elevated mutational levels in cells exposed to UV light or to DNA-damaging chemicals require the presence of RecA, UmuC, and UmuD’ proteins (14, 15, 39). UmuDC-dependent TLS was first studied by Echols and coworkers (40) by measuring the extension of a 32P-labeled primer past a DNA template site containing a single abasic lesion. This earliest effort to reconstitute an in vitro biochemical TLS assay was undermined by the recalcitrant behavior of UmuC, which is insoluble in aqueous solution (21). To get around this difficulty, UmuC was purified as a denatured protein and then dialyzed into aqueous solution (21). This approach proved successful insofar as lesion bypass was detected (40), but
the denaturation-renaturation procedure proved tenuous owing to the minuscule recovery of active UmuC (41).

We purified a soluble native UmuD$_5$C protein complex using a plasmid to overexpress UmuC and UmuD’ in the absence of chromosomal UmuC and UmuD (22), and observed UmuD$_5$C-catalyzed TLS in the presence of RecA, ssDNA-binding protein (SSB), and $\beta$, $\gamma$ complex ($\beta/\gamma$) (23). Unexpectedly, TLS occurred in the absence of pol III core, suggesting that UmuD$_5$C was a new error-prone DNA polymerase (23). The observation that a mutant UmuD$_5$C104 (D101N) was unable to catalyze TLS activity proved conclusively that the UmuC subunit contains an intrinsic DNA polymerase activity (24). UmuD$_5$C was subsequently designated as *E. coli* pol V (24). A different tack taken by Livneh and colleagues (30) used a recombinant UmuC protein linked at its N terminus to a maltose-binding protein (MBP). The MBP-UmuC protein was soluble in aqueous solution and catalyzed TLS on a gapped plasmid primer/template (p/t) DNA in the presence of pol III core, UmuD’, RecA, and SSB. Although the pol III core was initially reported to be absolutely required for TLS (30), it was subsequently confirmed that MBP-tagged UmuC had polymerase activity and carried out TLS in conjunction with UmuD’, RecA, and SSB in the absence of the pol III core (25).

**Pol V Mut Catalysis of Error-Prone Translesion Synthesis**

The term “replisome” refers to proteins assembled at the replication fork (Figure 3). By analogy, Echols coined the term “mutasome” to represent proteins assembled proximal to a template damage site (39, 42). In accordance with this suggestion, we use the term “pol V Mut” to mean pol V (UmuD$_5$C) + RecA + SSB + $\beta/\gamma$ (43). This designation is not meant to imply the existence of an actual physical complex involving any of these components either in the presence or absence of DNA.

A comparison of in vitro and in vivo data, using pol V Mut to copy a TT cis-syn photodimer, TT (6–4) photoproduct, and an abasic moiety supports a prominent role for pol V in UV-induced lesion-targeted mutagenesis (26). Each lesion is copied efficiently by pol V Mut, whereas synthesis by the pol III holoenzyme (HE) or pol IV $\pm \beta/\gamma$ is strongly inhibited (26). The nucleotide incorporation specificities for pol V Mut at each lesion site agree with in vivo data (44–47). The observation that pol V Mut favors misincorporation of G at the 3’ T of the 6–4 photoproduct (26) agrees with in vivo data showing a T $\rightarrow$ C transition hot spot at the 3’-T site (46, 47). In contrast, pol III HE and pol IV + $\beta/\gamma$ weakly incorporate A at the 3’-T site (26).

By itself, pol V copies p/t DNA in a desultory manner. Synthesis is completely distributive (26)—less than one in a hundred p/t DNA encounters results in the incorporation of a single nucleotide. The presence of $\beta/\gamma$, RecA, and SSB stimulate pol V activity by 3-, 350-, and 1100-fold, respectively (31). RecA, SSB (48), and even pol V (22) bind avidly to ssDNA well removed from DNA damage sites. An experimental strategy aimed at confining mutasome-DNA
interactions to template sites proximal to a lesion uses short p/t oligomers (Figure 4a) in place of primed linear (23, 40) or gapped (30) plasmid DNA substrates as used previously.

A COWCATCHER MODEL FOR TRANSLESION SYNTHESIS  RecA provides the key to understanding SOS mutagenesis. RecA filaments are assembled and disassembled in a 5' → 3' direction on ssDNA in the presence of ATP (49, 50); the disassembly step requires ATP hydrolysis (51) (Figure 4a). RecA filaments form normally but disassemble much more slowly in the presence of ATPγS, a slowly hydrolyzable ATP analog (48). The term “stabilized RecA filament” refers to filaments formed using ATPγS. Although pol V–catalyzed TLS is stimulated in the presence of SSB, β/γ, or both, the pattern of synthesis is distributive when RecA filaments are assembled using ATP.

TLS patterns differ significantly with stabilized RecA filaments. SSB is now required both for synthesis and TLS, but the synthesis continues to be distributive in the absence of β/γ. However, a dramatic change takes place following the addition of β/γ, resulting in robust TLS accompanied by highly processive synthesis on the stabilized RecA filaments (31). The 35-Å opening in the β circular clamp is far too small to allow passage of a RecA nucleoprotein filament that has a diameter of 100 Å (48). Therefore, RecA must be removed from the template strand before replication can take place.

A mechanism to explain the removal of RecA is that pol V, acting in concert with SSB, strips RecA from the template track, in a manner loosely analogous to a locomotive cowcatcher (31) (Figure 4a). In this case, the advancing pol V + SSB facilitates filament disassembly in a 3' → 5' direction on the DNA template, while maintaining contact with each next-to-be-removed RecA monomer located at the tip of the receding filament. Nuclease protection data support a 3' → 5' disassembly process independent of ATP hydrolysis (31). The interaction of pol V with the 3' tip of the RecA filament is essential for TLS. Once contact with RecA is broken, pol V dissociates rapidly from the primer end and synthesis becomes distributive. At the other end (5' tip) of the filament, the 5' → 3' disassembly reaction requires ATP hydrolysis and provides a means of eliminating the remaining downstream portion of the filament (Figure 4a), thus reducing the probability of pol V causing untargeted mutations downstream from the lesion. Therefore, bidirectional filament disassembly serves a dual role by facilitating pol V–catalyzed TLS while ensuring that mutations are primarily targeted at template damage sites.

A FLY IN THE FILAMENT OINTMENT  That RecA protein is required for targeted mutagenesis by pol V Mut seems beyond doubt, but can the same be said for a RecA nucleoprotein filament? The 5' → 3' filament assembly reaction offers a plausible way of targeting RecA to a lesion where it can then interact with pol V (Figure 4a). Filaments formed under conditions similar to those giving rise to TLS have been observed using electron microscopy (32, 52). Prior to the
Figure 4 Models of *E. coli* pol V catalysis of error-prone translesion synthesis. *(a)* A cowcatcher model involving a RecA nucleoprotein filament (RecA*). Replicative pol III stalls when encountering a template lesion (X), dissociates from the 3′-primer end, and is replaced by pol V. The activity and binding affinity of pol V are strongly stimulated by the presence of RecA, SSB, and β sliding clamp. The continued unwinding action of dnaB helicase (Figure 3) allows formation of a RecA nucleoprotein filament ahead of the lesion. The filament assembles in a 5′ → 3′ direction on ssDNA, advancing to the DNA damage site. Pol V + SSB operate as a locomotive cowcatcher to strip RecA from the DNA template in a 3′ → 5′ direction immediately ahead of an advancing pol V molecule. The cowcatcher stripping reaction does not involve ATP hydrolysis and takes place concurrently with the “standard” 5′ → 3′ filament disassembly reaction requiring ATP hydrolysis. The p/t DNA is composed of a 30-nucleotide (nt) primer annealed to a 120-nt template. *(b)* Translesion synthesis requires the presence of RecA but not a RecA nucleoprotein filament. Pol V–cata-
discovery of pol V, Devoret and colleagues (53, 54) suggested that UmuD'C binds to the 3’ tip of a RecA filament adjacent to a DNA damage site to assist with lesion bypass. An observation consistent with this model is that pol V binds preferentially at RecA filament ends, as visualized by electron microscopy (55). TLS occurs at highest efficiency with a RecA/DNA nucleotide ratio of 1:5 in the short p/t DNA system (31) (Figure 4a), which is close to the stoichiometry of RecA binding to ssDNA (1 RecA monomer per 3 nucleotides) (48).

But what if TLS takes place under conditions where RecA filaments are unlikely to form? Cox has pointed out to us that with substoichiometric concentrations of RecA (1:50 nucleotides ssDNA), the likelihood of nucleoprotein filament formation on a short p/t DNA oligomer, even in the presence of ATPγS, is rather low (Figure 4a). And yet pol V Mut–catalyzed TLS occurs under these conditions with an efficiency that is only about twofold lower than optimum (31). So perhaps a RecA–pol V complex (with help from SSB and β/γ) copies UV-damaged DNA, whether or not a RecA filament is present.

An experiment was carried out to determine if pol V in the presence of RecA and ATPγS performs TLS in a short gap-filling reaction (Figure 4b). The answer is yes, when copying a gap as short as 3 nucleotides (nt) containing a central abasic lesion. However, TLS was not observed when the gap was shortened to 2 nt (P. Pham, S. Saveliev, M. Cox & M. F. Goodman, unpublished information). The 3-nt gap with an abasic lesion is not filled in unless pol V and RecA are both present. Because the binding site size for a RecA monomer is 3 nt, there is not much room for a filament to form on ssDNA, leaving aside the presence of pol V (a 72-kilodalton protein complex) bound to the 3’-end of the primer strand. A similar observation has been made when pol V replicates a short 5’-template overhang in the presence of RecA and ATPγS — TLS occurs but only when the lesion is located three or more nucleotides from the 5’-end of the template strand (P. Pham, S. Saveliev, M. Cox & M. F. Goodman, unpublished information).

Does this experiment rule out a requirement for a RecA nucleoprotein filament? Almost certainly. Does it demonstrate the presence of a RecA–pol V complex? Decidedly not. As the truism states, the devil is in the details, and experiments using the fluorescence reporter molecule 2-aminopurine are under way to investigate the details of the gap-filling reaction. If a RecA monomer were to straddle a lesion with pol V bound to the 3’-primer end, that would not be very different from Devoret’s model with RecA at the tip of the filament (53, 54). A RecA monomer could, for all intents and purposes, serve the same function as a

lyzed TLS taking place within a 3-nt gap requires the presence of RecA and ATPγS, but not SSB. The TLS gap-filling reaction does not occur within a 2-nt gap, although the 2-nt gap can be filled in the absence of a lesion by pol V alone. The p/t DNA is composed of a 120-nt template annealed to an oligonucleotide primer and “downstream” oligonucleotide, forming a gap of either 3 or 2 nt.
3’ RecA tip in Devoret’s filament model. If a RecA nucleoprotein filament were in fact to form on an extended ssDNA region downstream of a lesion, pol V + SSB could then act to disassemble the filament in accordance with the cow-catcher idea (Figure 4a).

**A Pivotal Role for Pol II in Error-Free Replication Restart**

Pol II, an orphan enzyme since its discovery in 1970 (56, 57), is just now beginning to see the light on the stage of *E. coli* replication. This B-family polymerase, harboring an active 3’ exonuclease (58), synthesizes DNA accurately (59). Pol II is induced sevenfold in response to UV damage (33–35),
increasing from about 50 to 350 molecules (60), yet cells lacking pol II suffer no adverse consequences except when pol V is also missing (61). Double mutants of pols II and V exhibit increased UV sensitivity compared to cells lacking pol V alone (61). Pol II is induced within about 1 min after exposure to UV, but induction of pol V is delayed for about 45 min post UV (62) (Figure 2). The replication fork is blocked in the presence of UV damage, and DNA synthesis remains suppressed in the absence of pol II, until roughly 45 min later when pol V–catalyzed TLS occurs (61). A roughly similar 40-min delay in post-UV DNA synthesis occurs in pol II⁺ cells in the absence of either RecF, RecO, RecR, or PriA (63–65), proteins known to be involved in rescuing replication forks in UV-irradiated *E. coli* (63, 66).

A putative sequence of events giving rise to replication restart on a blocked leading strand (67, 68) are an uncoupling of leading- and lagging-strand synthesis, which generates regions of ssDNA; replacement of SSB-coated DNA by a RecA nucleoprotein filament mediated by RecOR proteins and stabilized by the RecFR complex (69–71); and induction of SOS, which turns on pols II and V (Figure 2). A collapsed fork undergoes a RecA nucleoprotein–mediated regression (72), forming a so-called chicken-foot structure (73) in which the uncoupled nascent lagging strand provides a template for synthesis by pol II, which then copies the correct information, avoiding TLS (Figure 5). After synthesis by pol II, RecG-dependent fork regression occurs in the opposite direction (67), followed by reestablishment of a bona fide replication fork using the PriA-dependent primosomal complex to load pol III HE (3). The upshot is that the lesion, which remains in the double-strand DNA, is bypassed accurately. Thus, pols II and V appear as opposite sides of a coin: Pol II plays a pivotal role during error-free replication restart (61), and pol V is responsible for error-prone TLS.

**Translesion Synthesis with Pol IV and Pol II**

Which of the three SOS polymerases replaces a displaced pol III core at the site of a replication-blocking lesion? That choice depends on the timing, polymerase availability, and the specific nature of the DNA damage encountered. The ability to gain access to a lesion is facilitated by the binding of pols II (74–76), IV (26, 77), and V (26) to the β processivity clamp.

Although pol IV fails to copy cyclobutane dimers or 6–4 photoproducts (26) and has no discernible effect on UV-induced mutagenesis (17), it is clearly involved in copying the bulky template adduct benzo(a)pyrene diol epoxide (BaP DE) (78, 78a). Both pol IV and pol V are required in order to carry out error-free and −1 frameshift TLS at a BaP DE adduct (78, 78a). Pol II is also used for TLS, albeit sparingly—acting in place of pol V, it copies abasic lesions when SOS is turned on in the absence of induction of the GroELS heat shock proteins (79). In a seemingly bizarre twist, the “high-fidelity” pol II is responsible for generating −2 frameshifts during TLS of *N*-2-acetylaminofluorene (AAF) guanine adducts, and EP pol V is responsible for error-free AAF bypass (78). This complex state of affairs all goes to demonstrate the likelihood that it is the
Figure 6  Biochemical properties of the EP polys. (a) Error-prone translesion synthesis (TLS) by *E. coli* pol V results in misincorporation of G opposite the 3′ T of a TT (6–4) photoproduct, leading to A → G transition mutations. (b) Misaligned primer-template ends are extended efficiently by *E. coli* pol IV, leading to frameshift mutations. (c) The DNA-dependent dCMP transferase activity of Rev1 protein incorporates C opposite an abasic template site. (d) Pol ζ, a B-family pol, efficiently incorporates two A nucleotides opposite a TT (6–4) photoproduct in vitro, resulting in error-free bypass of the lesion, dependent on the presence of Rev1 protein. (e) DNA polymerase η catalyzes error-free replication across a TT cis-syn photodimer by incorporating two A nucleotides, thereby avoiding mutation and offering protec-
rule, not the exception, that both EP and non-EP repair polymerases play seemingly disparate roles in the cell, sometimes causing mutations, oft-times not.

**Pol IV Generates Untargeted and Adaptive Mutations**

Replication forks are routinely inactivated during aerobic growth, even in the absence of DNA damage, perhaps as often as once per round of replication (3). For example, pol III may stall following insertion of a nucleotide on a transiently misaligned 3'-primer end (8). In the event that an ensuing slipped-base mispair is refractory to proofreading, pol IV may then be called upon to rescue a stalled replication fork by extending an aberrant primer end (Figure 6b). Extension at mismatched primer ends generates small untargeted frameshift mutations, and these have been attributed to the action of pol IV in vivo (80, 81). There is certainly plenty of pol IV present constitutively in *E. coli* to help rescue stalled replication forks—250 molecules per cell, which increases by 10-fold following SOS induction (82). Extension at mismatched primer ends is a reaction favored by pol IV in vitro (M. Valentine & M. F. Goodman, unpublished information). Rescue of stalled replication forks is also crucial in eukaryotic cells. This critical housekeeping function might be the primary raison d'être of pol IV and is perhaps the reason why homologs of this enzyme appear in all organisms investigated to date (2). Pol V, on the other hand, has been identified only in prokaryotes (2).

Adaptive mutation is a process in which nonproliferating microbial populations generate mutations when placed under nonlethal selective pressure (83). Since microbes spend much of their time attempting to cope in hostile environments, adaptive mutations may play an important role in survival. And here again pol IV comes into play, while engaged in a mutational balancing act with pol II. Adaptive mutation rates, which increase by threefold in the absence of pol II (84), are attributed almost exclusively to pol IV (85, 86). Pol IV is responsible for about 85% of the *lacZ* adaptive frameshift mutations occurring on a plasmid in wild-type cells, and essentially all of the increased frameshifts in the absence of
pol II (85, 86). The active 3’-exonuclease activity of pol II is responsible for keeping adaptive mutations somewhat in check because mutations are increased about fivefold in a pol II proofreading-deficient background (84).

EUKARYOTIC ERROR-PRONE DNA POLYMERASES

The expanding eukaryotic polymerase universe has yet to reach steady state (1). Biological roles can be assigned to several of the new polymerases: protection against skin cancer, pol η (4, 5); TLS, Rev1, pol ζ (87); sister chromatid cohesion, Trf4 (88); somatic hypermutation, pol η (89, 90), pol ζ (91), and possibly pol ι (92). On the basis of their presence in numerous different tissues, the likelihood is that many of the eukaryotic EP pols are involved in multiple DNA repair pathways in either a primary or a backup capacity, as observed for the *E. coli* SOS pols. A recently proposed revised nomenclature deals with the inevitable contradictory assignments accompanying the rapid rate of discovery of new eukaryotic polymerases (92a). In this section, we offer a current synopsis of the principal properties of the new eukaryotic EP pols (Figure 6).

Rev1 and Pol ζ

In *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, the *RAD6* epistasis group encodes genes that are involved in translesion synthesis (TLS) and spontaneous mutagenesis. Three of these genes are known as *REV1*, *REV3*, and *REV7* (87, 93, 94). Rev1 protein, the first-recognized Y-family member, acts as a deoxycytidyl transferase that incorporates dCMP opposite abasic sites (95) in yeast and humans (96) (Figure 6c). DNA pol ζ cooperates with Rev1 to accomplish TLS past abasic sites, with pol ζ extending from the mispaired C opposite the abasic site (95). Rev1 exhibits a second property in addition to deoxycytidyl transferase activity. It acts in combination with pol ζ to achieve predominantly error-free TLS past 6–4 TT photoproducts in vivo (97) (Figure 6d). A yeast *REV1Δ* strain and a *REV1–1Δ* strain (retaining 60% of deoxycytidyl transferase activity) exhibit a reduced ability to bypass both abasic sites and 6–4 TT photoproducts (97).

DNA pol ζ, a B-family polymerase (98), is composed of two subunits, Rev3 and Rev7 (99). The principal mutagenic role of pol ζ appears to be related to its remarkable promiscuity in extending mispaired primer ends. Rev3 serves as the catalytic subunit, but the function of Rev7 is unknown. Homologs of Rev1 and Rev3 have been found in human (100, 101), mouse (102), and *Drosophila* (103) cells, and putative homologs of Rev7 exist in human (104) and *Drosophila* (105) cells. In mice, disruption of REV3 confers embryonic lethality, which suggests a critical role for pol ζ during development (106–108).

In yeast, pol ζ is responsible for 50–70% of spontaneous mutations (105). Typical efficiencies of pol ζ for mismatch extension are ~10^{-1} to 10^{-2} (109). When extending from a correctly paired primer terminus, pol ζ copies DNA
accurately, making base substitution errors in about $1 \times 10^{-4}$ to $10^{-5}$ cases (109), a frequency comparable to high-fidelity polymerases lacking proofreading capability. Along with its ability to extend natural mismatched base mispairs, pol $\zeta$ alone can also carry out weak TLS when confronting TT cis-syn dimers (99) on its own. However, when in the presence of human pol $\iota$, pol $\zeta$ was shown to bypass 6–4 TT photoproducts and abasic sites efficiently, probably by extending pol $\iota$–catalyzed mismatches (109).

Pol $\eta$

Pol $\eta$ homologs have been found in mouse, human (4, 5, 110), yeast (111, 112) and Drosophila (113) cells. The yeast RAD30 gene encoding pol $\eta$ also belongs to the RAD6 epistasis group. In humans, pol $\eta$ is encoded by the XPV gene, which if mutated induces a variant form of xeroderma pigmentosum (XP-V). XP-V individuals are UV sensitive and susceptible to a high incidence of skin cancer (110), emanating from the loss of pol $\eta$ mediation of error-free TLS past UV damage (Figure 6e). In yeast, pol $\eta$ is also responsible for suppressing UV mutations by copying TC (6–4) and CC (6–4) photoproducts accurately—the incidence of mutations is about fivefold higher in yeast strains lacking this EP pol (114).

Yeast and human pol $\eta$ are extremely low fidelity polymerases, lack exonuclease activity, and have a misincorporation frequency of $\sim 10^{-1}$ to $10^{-3}$ on undamaged DNA (112, 115, 116). Yet both yeast and human pol $\eta$ are able to bypass several bulky DNA lesions with relatively high fidelity, e.g., cisplatin G-G intrastrand cross-links (117), acetylaminofluorene-dG (117), 8-oxodeoxyguanosine (118), and TT cis-syn dimers (119). In contrast, pol $\eta$ is somewhat error-prone when bypassing O^6^-methylguanine lesions by incorporating either T or C residues (120). Once pol $\eta$ incorporates an incorrect nucleotide, it tends to dissociate from the DNA. The pol $\eta$ mismatch extension frequency is $\sim 10^{-2}$ to $10^{-3}$ (121).

Within the Y-family polymerases (2), the N-terminal region has five highly conserved motifs, I–V (Figure 1). The C-terminal region, however, is unique for each family member. Three highly conserved acidic amino acids essential for polymerase activity are located within motifs I and III (Figure 1). Yeast pol $\eta$ activity is abolished when any one of these three, D30 or E39 in I or D155 in III, is replaced by an alanine. Presumably, these amino acids are involved with the interactions between divalent metal ions and the incoming deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTP) (122) (e.g., see Figure 1).

Deletion of the C terminus of pol $\eta$ does not abolish polymerase activity in vitro, but the truncated yeast pol $\eta$ is incapable of restoring UV resistance in RAD30Δ strains (122), arguing for the importance of the C terminus for interactions that may help target pol $\eta$ activity. The last 100 C-terminal amino acids of human pol $\eta$ are both necessary and sufficient for human pol $\eta$ to localize in the nucleus and form foci upon exposure to UV radiation or carcinogens (123). Consistent with the presence of a bipartite nuclear localization
sequence present in the C terminus of both yeast and human pol η. C-terminal truncations of pol η fail to complement bypass deficiencies in XP-V cells (123). The C-terminal region of pol η (Figure 1) contains a C2H2 zinc finger motif, which may be required for targeting pol η to repair foci following DNA damage (123). It also contains proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) interaction sites (123), which allow PCNA to stimulate pol η activity in the presence of RFC and RPA (human single-stranded binding protein) (123a). Interaction with PCNA is essential for pol η function in yeast (123b).

Pol ι

Pol ι is one of two human homologs of the yeast RAD30 gene (124). Other homologs of pol ι have been found in mouse and Drosophila cells, but not in yeast or other lower eukaryotes. Its function in vivo has not yet been determined. Pol ι is highly expressed in the testis, and ubiquitously expressed throughout all human tissues, with slightly higher levels in the heart and pancreas (125). Pol ι carries out low-processivity DNA synthesis, typically incorporating 1–3 nt (126). However, it is more active using gapped DNA substrates, synthesizing 7–10 nt with limited strand displacement (92, 125).

A common feature of DNA polymerases, even those that are highly error-prone, is that they still favor making Watson-Crick base pairs. But that is not true for pol ι. A truly unique feature of this EP pol is that it prefers making dGMP-T wobble mispairs rather than dAMP-T base pairs, by factors of 3- to 10-fold (109, 126, 127). It also makes T-T mispairs roughly 70% as well as A-T pairs (126). The base substitution fidelity is ~10^{-2} for incorporation opposite template G and C, and ~10^{-4} for incorporation opposite A (126). Remarkably, after extending a dGMP-T mispair, pol ι switches specificity to form a next correct dAMP-T pair (128, 129). Although pol ι is able to extend from all 12 possible mismatches, it is considerably less proficient at extending mismatched base pairs compared with pol ζ (109, 129). Pol ι copies abasic moieties and AAF adducts (130), but unlike pol η, it cannot copy past TT cis-syn dimers and TT (6-4) photoproducts—it is capable of incorporating an A opposite the 3’ T of a 6-4 photoproduct, but then it dissociates (109).

Owing to an associated 5’-deoxyribose phosphate lyase activity, pol ι may be involved in base excision repair (BER) (128). It carries out BER reactions in vitro in the presence of uracil glycosylase, apurinic (AP) endonuclease, and DNA ligase I (128). A possible scenario during BER involves pol ι incorporating G opposite a template T that had been generated by deamination of 5-methyl C, thus protecting against G to T transitions (128, 130a).

Human Pol κ

Pol κ, encoded by the HDINB1 gene (131), is the human homolog of E. coli pol IV, and is capable of TLS. An abasic site is dealt with by pol κ through a
frameshift mechanism that uses the base downstream of the lesion as a template (132) (Figure 6g). This polymerase readily catalyzes extension of misaligned undamaged primer termini, resulting in \(-1\) frameshift mutations (133). Two zinc fingers located in the C terminus of the enzyme are involved in pol \(\kappa\) processivity (Figure 1), which is reduced from \(-25\) nt to \(1\)–\(2\) nt when these domains are deleted from the protein (134). Pol \(\kappa\) bypasses benzopyrene G adducts in an error-free manner and copies AAF-modified G adducts by incorporation of either dCMP (error-free) or dAMP (error-prone) (132, 135). 8-oxo-dG and 1,6-ethenodeoxyadenosine are bypassed with low fidelity (132, 136). Pol \(\kappa\) is unable to bypass a cisplatin adduct, a TT dimer, or a TT (6–4) photoproduct (132, 137).

Misincorporation rates on the order of \(10^{-3}\) to \(10^{-4}\) have been reported for pol \(\kappa\) on undamaged DNA (133). Similar to pol \(\eta\), pol \(\kappa\) appears to tolerate only certain types of DNA damage. There is evidence that pol \(\kappa\) may be up-regulated in lung tumors (138). The precise roles of pol \(\kappa\) in humans remain a mystery, but by analogy with its E. coli pol IV homolog, its primary functions may involve DNA damage tolerance and relief of stalled replication forks on undamaged DNA (3).

Trf4/pol \(\sigma\)

Trf4 protein (formerly called yeast pol \(\kappa\), recently renamed yeast pol \(\sigma\)) (139), and its close homolog Trf5, contain highly conserved motifs loosely related to the nucleotidyl transferase domains of the \(\beta\)-like DNA X-family of polymerases (140). A His-tagged Trf4 protein has an intrinsic DNA polymerase activity that is relatively processive in the presence of high concentrations of deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTP) and is sensitive to dideoxynucleotides (88). Genetic studies indicate a requirement for pol \(\sigma\) during mitotic chromosome segregation (141) and a physical interaction with Smc1 (141), a protein involved in sister chromatid cohesion. Using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) studies, TRF4 mutants were shown to have dramatic defects in sister chromatid cohesion both near centromeres and on chromosome arms (88). A double mutant of TRF4-ts/TRF5 is unable to completely replicate its genome and exhibits marked G1/S transition delays. It has been suggested that pol \(\sigma\)/Trf4 and Trf5 work together to replicate the chromosome at cohesion sites that might otherwise fail to maintain cohesion if the pol \(\delta\)– or pol \(\epsilon\)–driven replication fork passes through these regions by switching between replicative and EP pols (139). PCNA and a modified replication factor C have also been implicated in the establishment of cohesion (142–144), but it remains to be seen if PCNA and pol \(\sigma\)/Trf4 or Trf5 interact. Trf5 protein has not been tested for polymerase activity.

Pol \(\mu\)

Pol \(\mu\), closely related to terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT), an X-family member, contains a BRCT (BRCA1 C-terminal) domain, and is expressed predominantly in lymphoid tissues including the thymus and lymph nodes (145,
Unlike TdT, pol μ acts as a partially processive template-directed DNA polymerase (146). Its transferase and polymerase activities are stimulated when Mn$^{2+}$ replaces Mg$^{2+}$ in vitro, but the relevance of this finding to the in vivo situation is unknown. Mn$^{2+}$ is also reported to reduce pol μ fidelity in vitro (146). The tendency of pol μ in vitro is to make −1 frameshift errors in repeat sequences (146a).

Many mRNA splice variants are present at high levels for the POLM gene (encoding pol μ), 90% of which do not encode functional protein, which may reflect some form of regulation by alternative splicing (145). Splicing inhibition of pol μ mRNA occurs in response to DNA-damaging agents such as UV light, γ rays, and H$_2$O$_2$, possibly to prevent pol μ from acting on specific types of damage-induced lesions (145).

### Pol λ

Another recent addition to the X-family of polymerases is pol λ. This polymerase is the closest homolog to pol β known (λ was designated originally as β2), but it also contains an additional BRCT domain, absent in pol β, that is dispensable for polymerase function (147). Pol λ is expressed at very high levels in the testis and fetal liver and is present ubiquitously at low levels elsewhere. Pol λ is weakly processive and lacks detectable 3′ → 5′ exonuclease activity (145). Pol λ contains an intrinsic deoxyribophosphate (dRP) lyase that can substitute for pol β in a BER reaction reconstituted in vitro (148). This activity depends largely on Lys$^{310}$, which when mutated eliminates 90% of the wild-type dRP lyase activity, suggesting this residue acts as the main nucleophile in the β-elimination reaction. Pol λ may play an active role in BER during spermatogenesis, and might be specifically recruited to this pathway via its BRCT domain. Pol λ exhibits limited strand displacement on a gapped substrate, perhaps allowing it to function in “long patch” BER as well (148), where typically two to fifteen nucleotides are excised and subsequently resynthesized in a gap (148a). Lyase activities have also been reported for pol ι (128) and for the mitochondrial pol γ (149, 150). Together, these polymerases, along with pol β, may each process different lesions during BER at unique locations within a cell or tissue type.

### SOMATIC HYPERMUTATION

Behaving almost as if evolution were occurring on a time scale of days not millennia, a remarkably diverse group of antibodies is synthesized in higher eukaryotes to combat against antigenic invasion. Initially, low-affinity antibodies are generated in B cells by recombinational rearrangement of V, D, and J regions within the immunoglobulin genes. High-affinity antibodies are produced shortly thereafter in germinal center B cells (151). The synthesis of diverse numbers of antibodies emanates from mutations targeted to the variable (V) regions of...
immunoglobulin genes. Because the rate of V-region mutations, $\sim 10^{-3}$ per base pair in one generation, is roughly a million times greater than normal somatic mutation, the process has come to be known as somatic hypermutation (SHM) (152).

A promoter immediately upstream of the V region and two distal downstream enhancer elements regulate the mutational process (153) (Figure 7). The mutations are concentrated within the V region of the immunoglobulin gene for a distance of about 1500 nt downstream of the promoter (154, 155). A few mutations also occur within the 5'-leader portion of the promoter. Although a promoter, target gene, and enhancers must all be present for mutations to occur, B-cell-specific elements are not required (156–158). The B-cell promoter and V region are fully replaceable using different promoter and target regions in cultured cells undergoing SHM (159).

Although the immunoglobulin genes are the dominant natural target for SHM in normal B cells, other genes can be targeted albeit at much lower mutation

---

**Figure 7** Somatic hypermutation break-repair model. Interactions between enhancer-binding proteins and transcription-associated factors (TAF) bound at the promoter (P) are shown linking the enhancer (E) to the promoter to form a transcriptionally competent DNA structure. Single-strand nicks or double-strand breaks have been identified in the variable region of immunoglobulin genes proximal to RGYW mutational hot-spot motifs, caused presumably by an as yet unidentified endonuclease (Endo). The DNA nicks or breaks may be substrates for one or more EP pols to bind and generate mutations. Pol $\eta$ is responsible for mutating A and T sites, primarily within TAA motifs (boldface indicates the favored mutational target). A different EP pol, possibly pol $\zeta$, is responsible for mutating G and C sites in RGYW motifs with G as the favored mutational target (R is A or G, Y is T or C, W is A or T). Pol $\xi$ (not shown) is also involved in SHM, perhaps to extend mismatches made by pol $\eta$ and by the second EP pol. MAR designates a matrix attachment region. The constant region and the 3' enhancer region of the immunoglobulin gene are not shown.
frequencies. \textit{BCL-6} and \textit{CD95} can mutate in germinal centers as a by-product of SHM (160–163), and recently, several proto-oncogenes have been identified as targets in diffuse large-cell lymphomas (158). This observation indicates that the SHM mechanism can lose control over its ability to target antibody V regions.

Perhaps the most distinctive hallmark of SHM is the nonrandom nature of the mutations (152). Approximately 20–50% of the mutations are targeted at RGYW motifs (R is A or G; Y is C or T; W is A or T), and TAA sites also show enhanced error rates (the “hottest” site is indicated in boldface in each sequence) (164, 165) (Figure 7). SHM is further characterized by an excess of transitions over transversions; A mutates considerably more often than T. Notably, the mutations that occur in nonimmunoglobulin genes are largely transitions favoring RGYW motifs and are limited to about 2 kilobases downstream from their respective promoters (158).

Most current models for SHM invoke a role for transcription based on the need for promoter and enhancer elements. An early model suggested a modified form of transcription-coupled repair in which an amplification in errors could arise if a normal DNA polymerase were to copy a short stretch of V-region DNA repeatedly, perhaps many thousands of times (166, 167). However, this multiple-pass mechanism was suggested prior to the discovery of EP polymerases. The discovery of the new errant polymerases suggests a way to mutate immunoglobulin genes when copying the V-region target just once, but the requirement for transcription-like DNA architecture remains a key element in mutational targeting (Figure 7).

Error-Prone Polymerases as Somatic Hypermutation Generators

Making errors at unprecedented rates, EP pols clearly satisfy the main SHM criterion. When copying undamaged DNA, base substitution rates of $10^{-1}$ to $10^{-3}$ are often observed for eukaryotic EP pols (109, 115, 116, 126, 134), leaving no shortage of potential mutator candidates. In fact, recent evidence suggests that there could be at least two, and perhaps even more, polymerases engaged in SHM, each providing a unique mutational signature (168–170).

\textbf{POL \eta: A SOMATIC A-T MUTATOR} Encoded by the human \textit{XPV} gene, pol \eta keeps skin cancer at bay by copying UV-damaged DNA accurately. And yet its accuracy is remarkably poor when copying undamaged DNA, making errors at a rate of $\sim 10^{-1}$ in one study (116) and $\sim 10^{-2}$ to $10^{-3}$ in another (115). Although no obvious loss of immune function is observed in xeroderma pigmentosum patients lacking pol \eta, Gearhart and colleagues (89) measured a reduction in A and T mutations in variable genes obtained from the peripheral blood lymphocytes of XP patients. These data show that not only is pol \eta likely to be responsible for mutating A and T sites during SHM, but a second EP pol having G-C-mutator specificity is also probably involved. Another G-C mutator, Burkitt’s lymphoma cell line CL-10, showed down-regulation of pol \eta following
SHM stimuli, supporting the notion that pol $\eta$ contributes to A-T mutations in vivo (91).

A statistical analysis of multiple unselected somatic mutations in immunoglobulin loci from a variety of species confirmed the identity of RGYW and WA hot-spot motifs (90). Compared to SHM spectral data, a mutational spectrum obtained using pol $\eta$ to copy the lacZ gene in vitro showed that almost all of the pol $\eta$ hot spots are found in WA motifs throughout lacZ (90), thus reinforcing the idea that pol $\eta$ is the principal A-T mutator during SHM and that another polymerase is responsible for causing mutations in the RGYW hot-spot motif.

The in vitro mutational data with lacZ show that pol $\eta$ favors formation of dGMP-T mispairs immediately following an A-T base pair on the nontranscribed strand (90). But the targeting of mutations at WA motifs on the nontranscribed strand runs counter to the evidence of double-strand breaks (DSBs) in this region (170). However, mutational asymmetry could result from nicks, rather than DSBs, introduced into the nontranscribed strand acting as foci for pol $\eta$ binding. An enrichment in ssDNA nicks in V regions was reported recently in cells undergoing SHM, suggesting the possibility for a mutational mechanism of breaks followed by error-prone repair (171) (Figure 7). This assay, designed to detect both nicks and DSBs, showed that many more nicks occurred than breaks (171). No strand bias has been reported for G-C mutations associated with RGYW motifs, arguing for an independent mechanism of nick and repair at these hot spots. Whether or not nicks, DSBs, or both are involved, the mechanism of SHM targeting is a challenging question.

SEEKING A SOMATIC G-C MUTATOR  Although several EP pols could stand in as G-C mutator candidates, one early favorite, pol $\mu$, may no longer be in the running. A mutant mouse homozygous for a POLM knockout exhibits both a normal immune response and mutational spectrum (172, 196). It seems likely, therefore, that pol $\mu$, despite much early promise based in part on its preferential expression in germinal center lymphocytes (145, 146), is not involved in SHM. Pol $\beta$, a close homolog to pol $\mu$, has also been tested for involvement in SHM. In this study, the immunological systems of irradiated mice were reconstituted with DNA pol $\beta$–deficient liver cells, and the mice mounted a normal immune response with no associated changes in mutation spectra (173).

Pol $\iota$ remains in contention as a G-C mutator. Cultured Burkitt’s lymphoma BL2 cells show a 5- to 10-fold increase in heavy-chain V-region mutations targeted mainly to RGYW sequences (92, 174). The increased mutagenesis occurs only when BL2 cells are cocultured with human T cells and antigenically treated with anti-immunoglobulin M (anti-IgM) antibody to mimic antigenic challenge (92, 174). This increased mutation rate was accompanied by a 4-fold increase in levels of pol $\iota$ mRNA within 12 h of costimulation (92). mRNA levels for pols $\eta$, $\kappa$, $\xi$, and Rev1 also fluctuate in BL2; however, these changes do not correlate with the coculture requirements to observe SHM in the cell line (92). Slightly elevated levels of pol $\iota$ transcript were found in activated B cells from
XP-V patients (89), while roughly constant levels of the pol ε transcript were observed in a different Burkitt’s lymphoma cell line, CL10, regardless of SHM stimulation (91). Despite the differences in levels of pol ε induction, the important point is that all of these polymerases appear to be present in the cell to some degree, prior to and during SHM triggering events.

Pol ζ is also a viable SHM candidate. Pol ζ, pol η, pol ε, pol κ, and pol μ, along with replicative pol α, pol δ, and pol ε, are expressed constitutively in cultured Burkitt’s lymphoma CL10 cells after 12 h, based on RT (reverse transcriptase)-PCR mRNA analysis (91). In this cell line, pol ζ is up-regulated following costimulation with T cells and anti-B-cell receptor, while pol η is down-regulated concomitantly, in a dose-dependent manner with respect to the level of B-cell-receptor antibody (91). Antisense inhibition of the catalytic subunit Rev3 of pol ζ reduces the frequency of somatic mutation without affecting cell cycle or cell viability, but causes a slight delay in the generation of high-affinity antibodies (91, 175). Although pol ζ is not a Y-family polymerase, nor does it make base substitution errors nearly as facilely as some Y-family members, it nevertheless extends mismatched primer ends with relative ease (99, 109). By analogy to its role in yeast, where pol ζ acts in conjunction with Rev1 to catalyze TLS (Figure 6d), perhaps it is used during SHM to extend mismatches formed by pol η and perhaps by pol ε.

Mismatch repair proteins play a role in the SHM process, causing relatively small alterations in the overall spectra after clonal selection has taken place (176, 177). The spectra become altered in such a way that a strong G-C bias is observed in mice that are mutant for mismatch repair proteins (164, 177, 178) MSH2 (164) or MSH6 (178), but this effect is dependent upon whether the mice are receiving a primary or chronic antigenic stimulation.

Another important player in the pursuit of an SHM mechanism is the putative mRNA editing enzyme AID (179, 180). APOBEC-1, a structural homolog of AID, acts as a site-specific deaminase that converts dCMP to dUMP in mRNA coding for apolipoprotein B, resulting in a shorter protein with an altered physiological function (181, 182). Patients with defects in both alleles for AID exhibit type II hyper-IgM syndrome (180) and accumulate excess levels of IgM antibodies. Class switching and SHM can occur independently of one another, but both steps are required to cause positively selected IgM antibodies to undergo affinity maturation and convert to IgG. AID is required for both events to take place (179). AID appears to play a role upstream of both SHM and class switching, but the target transcript upon which it may act is currently unknown.

**FUTURE PERSPECTIVE**

Although the the first two members of the error-prone Y-family polymerases were discovered in 1996 (95) and 1998 (23), with many other EP pols identified in 1999 (1,183), considerable progress has been made in determining roles for
these and other recently discovered polymerases. Aided by an impressive body of genetic data from the mid-1970s to the present, the two new EP pols in *E. coli* have found their niche—pol V in UV mutagenesis and pol IV in adaptive mutation and chemical mutagenesis. Significant progress has also been made in identifying roles for each of the four eukaryotic Y-family pols (2) plus a smattering of other new family B, X, and A members (98). Notably, a recently discovered B-family DNA polymerase, pol φ, is essential for viability in *S. cerevisiae* and appears to play a role in ribosomal RNA synthesis (183a). All of this raises questions of trafficking—how one polymerase can substitute for another—and of targeting—how a chosen polymerase winds up going where it is supposed to go.

**DNA Repair Factory**

Leading- or lagging-strand DNA damage may block replication fork progression until the lesion is either repaired (BER, NER), avoided (replication restart; Figure 5), or copied (TLS; Figure 4 and Figure 6). The bottom line is that the catalytic subunit of a polymerase holoenzyme must be replaced by another polymerase, from which there are many to choose. The choice of which polymerase to swap with another is determined by the specific type of template damage encountered (Figure 6).

A newly emerging and rapidly growing catalog of protein-protein interactions might offer hints as to how polymerase swapping could in principle occur. For example, direct interactions have been observed between the *E. coli* “sloppier copier” pol V and the α pol, ε exonuclease, and β-dimer clamp subunits of the “fastidious” replicative pol III HE (24, 184, 185). These multiple interactions could facilitate replacement of pol III by pol V at a replication fork blocked by a lesion, and then help replace pol V with pol III once TLS has occurred. In *Schizosaccharomyces pombe*, the N-terminal region of pol ε encoding the polymerase and 3’-exonuclease activities is not required for cell survival. Yet mutant cells are exceedingly sensitive to DNA damage and undergo cell cycle delay, and their viability depends on genes that provide checkpoints for DNA damage control (186). It has been proposed that the C-terminal half of pol ε is needed for replication complex assembly at the beginning of S phase and for recruiting other DNA polymerases to the initiation site (186).

Based on its multiplicity of interactions with replication, repair, and cell cycle control proteins, a sliding processivity clamp could act as a replication traffic cop by helping to cue competing replication and repair reactions. The β dimer interacts with all five *E. coli* polymerases, and also with ligase and MutS mismatch recognition protein (187). PCNA interacts with the replication pols δ and ε, with the MSH2-MSH6 mismatch repair complex (188, 189), and, as shown recently, with human pol η (123a), pol ε (194), and pol κ (195).

The DNA replication trombone model (190) (Figure 3) provides an elegant description of how coupled leading- and lagging-strand DNA synthesis is coordinated at the replication fork when synthesis is unimpeded. However, a loss
of coupling occurs when the fork is blocked by damage to either strand, and an exchange of one polymerase for another is called for. This exchange process might proceed more efficiently if the DNA synthesis complex remains fixed, with the DNA passing through (Figure 8), rather than the familiar textbook depiction of a polymerase traversing a stationary DNA molecule (Figure 3). The idea of an immobile factory for DNA replication and repair is not new. Its current renaissance is based on seeking an efficient way to swap a variety of replication and repair polymerases on demand.

Intracellular fluorescence imaging, used in conjunction with multiple-hybrid screening and classical biochemical methods to identify protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions, should make it possible to determine whether or not there are structures that might serve as combined DNA replication-repair factories. Progress along these lines has been made using imaging in *Bacillus subtilis*, where PolC tagged with green fluorescent protein is visualized at discrete locations in the cell (191). The prokaryotic data suggest that DNA may indeed be moving through an anchored polymerase (191).
In eukaryotes the situation is likely to be far more complex because duplication of DNA is initiated at multiple origins activated at different times within S phase. Could multiple factories be present, perhaps even one per replicon? A recent fluorescence study using fibroblasts transformed by simian virus 40 (SV40) found that pol η, localized uniformly in the nucleus, becomes associated with replication foci in S phase and then accumulates at foci impeded by UV- and carcinogen-induced DNA damage (123). A key point is that 70 C-terminal amino acids are necessary for localization in the nucleus and an additional 50 are required for relocalization into foci, but these are not required for pol η activity. Colocalization of pol η with PCNA also occurs, presumably at DNA damage sites (123). The suggestion has been made that pol η is associated with the replication machinery (123, 192), perhaps not in the immediate vicinity of an unimpeded replication fork, but close enough to gain access to a blocked replication fork. In all likelihood, pol η along with all of the other EP pols are sequestered in DNA repair factories to be called upon when needed for TLS (123) (Figure 8).

A cartoon of the repair factory illustrates that the removal and replacement of a blocked replicative polymerase (Repl pol) by an EP pol is driven by increasing the local concentrations of the repair polymerases proximal to the replication fork (Figure 8). Random sampling can be used to select which polymerase is chosen, akin to drawing red, green, yellow, etc, dumbbells from the EP pol bucket; the selection probability is proportional to the relative concentration of each polymerase. A trafficking mechanism governed by the random selection of available EP polys implies that the “best” repair enzyme is not always chosen to copy a specific lesion. An excellent experimental illustration of random polymerase selection is that the relative copy numbers of the genes polB (E. coli pol II) and umuDC (E. coli pol V) determine whether AAF guanine adducts are copied in an error-prone or error-free manner in vivo (193). A preponderance of −2 frameshifts occurs when pol II is expressed at higher levels than pol V and vice versa (193), demonstrating that polys II and V are in direct competition to copy the same lesion.

Biochemical triumphs taking place on the 3R (replication-recombination-repair) front include model systems that depict DNA replication, generalized and site-specific recombination, mismatch repair, nucleotide excision repair, base excision repair, translesion replication, and replication restart. Assuming that the next goal is to elucidate the mysteries and complexities of polymerase trafficking and targeting, the next generation of biochemical model systems may require replicating basic elements from each of the 3R assays, judiciously recombined (pun intended). Not only that, but preserving multibody protein-protein interactions may require the presence of each protein component in its native state, free of the popular and ubiquitous but potentially interfering N- or C-terminal tags. It will be a formidable challenge to attain this gold standard.
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